**Nixon Freezes Wages, Prices, Maps Path to New Prosperity**

**Top of the Morning**

Narcoelastic Discovered
In Longacer Horse

**INTERNATIONAL**

AN AMERICAN PLEDGE for a breakthrough in the Kent negotiations was reported by a source in Cairo. Page 18.


JAPAN WAIVED for peace on the anniversary of its surrender, but it faced urgent concerns about new charges of vandalism. Page 6.

**NATIONAL**

A DECREE of repatriation of refugees from four major wars is to be announced in the next few days, and a more sweeping order is expected in the near future. Page 4.

SECRETARY of the Interior, Udall, has been named as the new member of the Cabinet, it was announced yesterday. Udall, who was appointed by President Johnson, has been charged with a major battle to help Indians gain a larger role in managing their own affairs. Page 4.

**REGIONAL, LOCAL**

A PROPOSED VACATION in Weatherby's Gardens district of a costly 60-cents a week, went off without a blue plate. Page 6.

**What New Policy Means for Public**

UPL, New York Times

WASHINGTON—Your root won't be the only one that gets hurt under President Nixon's wage-price freeze. It is expected that the freeze will be extended to other areas, such as rents, which are included in the 12.5 percent increase in the Consumer Price Index.

Nixon said the freeze would be applied to all sectors of the economy, including wages, salaries, rents, and prices of goods and services. He said the freeze would last for 30 days, after which time it would be reviewed.

**Furnaces Need Tuneups Too**

NOW'S THE TIME

You'll Save Fuel Dollars All Year Long!

Ask About Rosson's Annual Money-Saving SERVICE CONTRACT

- Helps experts to aid you in keeping your furnace in top economical operation.
- Scientifically designed for greater efficiency.

ARCO HEATING OIL 725-7555

---

**Fusilier!**

**Nixon Action Favoured On Key Fronts**

WASHINGTON—Many had expected and some advocated President Nixon's surprise last night at a Washington Square and other steps to combat the nation's economic ills.

W. W. Clouse, president of the Bank of America, the world's largest, said Nixon had abandoned a number of steps to arrest inflation, noting that the President was expected to take a major new step in the right direction.

Cable and Herald reported Nixon's surprise proposal to sell the port to the Port Authority. Clouse said the President's action was "brilliant and bold and deserving of all praise.

The White House issued a statement that Nixon's speech "is a unanimously strong reaction. The plane lines were nervous.

The White House issued a statement that Nixon's speech "is a unanimously strong reaction. The plane lines were nervous.

Every business leader who called the White House pledged full cooperation," the White House said.

The AFO-CIO and the Teamsters Broth- erhood, the largest single union in the na-

---

**Climbers Fear...**

**Break in Weyerhaeuser Strike; Union Vote Slated**
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